%

Use multiple MT
engines
simultaneously,
increase the
quality of your
translation and
save on your costs
by having the
advantages of
Lugath.

Did you know that the
translation quality of
different machine
translation engines varies
depending on language
pair and even industry?
It is amazing to have this great

productivity and efficiency.

translation needs.

language-specific machine
translation is huge and getting
even bigger.
Machine translation engines
basis, and none of them alone

address the need, we save on

significant savings.

can always be the best-fit for
all industry and language pairs.
Lugath is here to change the
game! It identifies the best

We do it with an AI-based
system called “Dynamic
Routing”. Lugath is set to house
MT service providers as a hub
and benchmark them to
specific industry and language
pairs.
Lugath adds an intelligent and
observable improvement to the
translation quality of MT
services; it identifies the best-

costs, keep the quality, and

machine translation engine for

fit MT engine for the translation

enjoy faster translation

specific industry and language

material, removing poor

solutions.

pairs.

managed translationcompanies to save on time
and cost, increase flexibility,
and expand options for
working with alternative
suppliers with centralized
translation memory in the
cloud. The amount of saving
on costs is around 75% by
having access to previously

How do we do it?

address the customer needs in

and machine translation is the

the fastest way possible. To

more terminology compliance.

fit manually for the exact

are modified on a periodic

quality translation solutions in

your content, you can attain

distance and brings up

expanding global businesses,
only way to bring in high-

With an engine evaluated for

engines, however, the
challenge is to select the best-

Lugath is automatically
memory technology. It helps

This minimizes the edit

There is a massive amount of
translation needs with the

250

variety of machine translation

industry-specific and
25% with its rewards on

%

17% more accuracy and 250%

Therefore, the need for
MT popularity grows every year

Another key service by
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translation risks.

translated content.

Connected to do it all!
We are connected with
multiple MT engines to
innovate your workflow with
additional AI-based solutions.
Integrate now with Lugath
and start using APIs or web
interface for end-users!
Join Lugath to enjoy a
remarkably smarter and
faster translation experience.
This content has been translated by Lugath
services machine translation.

Curious about the results of
Machine Translation engines
evaluation?
Download the latest report
via scan the QR Code.

info@lugath.com

